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ON QUASI NORM ATTAINING OPERATORS BETWEEN BANACH SPACES
GEUNSU CHOI, YUN SUNG CHOI, MINGU JUNG, AND MIGUEL MARTI´N
Abstract. We introduce a weakened notion of norm attainment for bounded linear operators between Banach
spaces which we call quasi norm attaining operators. An operator T : X ÝÑ Y between the Banach spaces X
and Y is quasi norm attaining if there is a sequence pxnq of norm one elements in X such that pTxnq converges
to some u P Y with }u} “ }T }. Norm attaining operators in the usual sense (i.e. operators for which there is
a point in the unit ball where the norm of its image equals the norm of the operator) and compact operators
satisfy this definition. The main result of the paper is that strong Radon-Nikody´m operators such as weakly
compact operators can be approximated by quasi norm attaining operators (even by a stronger version of the
definition), which does not hold for norm attaining operators. This allows us to give characterizations of the
Radon-Nikody´m property in term of the denseness of quasi norm attaining operators for both domain spaces and
range spaces, extending previous results by Bourgain and Huff. We also present positive and negative results
on the denseness of quasi norm attaining operators, characterize both finite dimensionality and reflexivity in
terms of quasi norm attaining operators, discuss conditions to obtain that quasi norm attaining operators are
actually norm attaining, study the relationship with the norm attainment of the adjoint operator, and present
some stability properties. We finish the paper with some open questions.
1. Introduction
Let X and Y be Banach spaces over the field K (which will always be R or C). We write BX and SX to
denote the unit ball and the unit sphere of X, respectively. By LpX,Y q we mean the Banach space of all
bounded linear operators from X to Y endowed with the operator norm; we just write X˚ “ LpX,Kq for the
dual space of X. The space of compact (respectively, weakly compact) operators from X to Y will be denoted
by KpX,Y q (respectively, WpX,Y q). We denote by T the unit sphere of the base field K and use Rep¨q to denote
the real part, being just the identity when dealing with real scalars.
Recall that T P LpX,Y q attains its norm (T P NApX,Y q in short) if there is a point x0 P SX such
that }Tx0} “ }T }; in this case, we say that T attains its norm at x0. Equivalently, T P NApX,Y q if and
only if T pBXq X }T }SY ‰ H. The study of norm attaining operators goes back to the 1963’s paper [40] by
J. Lindenstrauss, who first discussed the possible extension to the setting of general operators of the famous
Bishop-Phelps’ theorem on the denseness of norm attaining functionals, that is, to study when the set NApX,Y q
is dense in LpX,Y q. He showed that this is not always the case and provided several positive conditions. We
refer the reader to the expository paper [4] by M. D. Acosta for a detailed account on the main results on this
topic. Let us just mention that important contributions to this topic have been done by, among many other
authors, J. Bourgain, R. Huff, C. Stegall, and V. Zizler in the 1970’s, J. Partington and W. Schachermayer in
the 1980’s, R. Aron, M. D. Acosta, W. T. Gowers, and R. Paya´ in the 1990’s, and that it is still an active area
of research by many authors, especially in the related topic of the study of the Bishop-Phelps-Bolloba´s property
introduced in 2008 [9]. We refer to [6, 44] for an account of the most recent results.
Our aim in this paper is to study the following concept, which is a weakening of norm attainment.
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Definition 1.1. We say that a bounded linear operator T P LpX,Y q quasi attains its norm (in short, T P
QNApX,Y q) if T pBXq X }T }SY ‰ H. Equivalently, T P QNApX,Y q if and only if there exists a sequence
pxnq Ď SX such that pTxnq converges to some vector u P Y with }u} “ }T }; in this case, we say that T quasi
attains its norm toward u.
The main goal here will be to study when the set QNApX,Y q is dense in the space LpX,Y q, providing both
negative and positive results, and applications.
The concept presented in Definition 1.1 appeared previously in a paper by G. Godefroy [30] of 2015 in the
more general setting of Lipschitz maps, as follows. We write Lip0pX,Y q for the real Banach space of all Lipschitz
maps from a Banach space X to a Banach space Y vanishing at 0, endowed with the Lipschitz number } ¨ }Lip
as a norm.
Definition 1.2. Let X and Y be real Banach spaces. A Lipschitz map f P Lip0pX,Y q attains its norm toward
u P Y (in short, f P LipApX,Y q) if there exists a sequence of pairs `pxn, ynq˘ Ď rX such that
fpxnq ´ fpynq
}xn ´ yn} ÝÑ u with }u} “ }f}Lip,
where rX “ tpx, yq P X2 : x ‰ yu.
Observe that it is clear from the definitions that
(1) QNApX,Y q “ LpX,Y q X LipApX,Y q
for all Banach spaces X and Y . It is shown in [30] that no Lipschitz isomorphism from c0 to any renorming Z
of c0 with the Kadec-Klee property belongs to LipApc0, Zq. This complements an old result by J. Lindenstrauss
[40] concerning linear operators. In the words of Godefroy, the example shows that even the greater flexibility
allowed by non linearity (and the weakening of the new definition of norm attainment) does not always provide
norm attaining objects. From this example, we deduce that LipApc0, Zq is not dense in Lip0pc0, Zq (see [21,
Example 3.6] for the details). Besides, from (1), no linear isomorphism from c0 onto Z belongs to QNApc0, Zq,
and being the set of linear isomorphisms open in Lpc0, Zq, this gives:
Example 1.3. If Z is a renorming of c0 with the Kadec-Klee property, then QNApc0, Zq is not dense in Lpc0, Zq.
Observe that this result shows that denseness of quasi norm attainment is not a trivial property. On the
other hand, going to positive results, the following easy remarks will provide the first ones.
Remark 1.4. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Then, we have:
(a) NApX,Y q Ď QNApX,Y q.
(b) KpX,Y q Ď QNApX,Y q.
Proof. (a) is obvious; if T attains its norm at x0 P SX , then T quasi attains its norm toward T px0q. To show the
validity of (b), consider T P KpX,Y q and take pxnq Ď BX such that }Txn} ÝÑ }T }. Since T pBXq is relatively
compact, passing to a subsequence, we may assume that Txn ÝÑ y0 for some y0 P T pBXq. Clearly, }y0} “ }T },
hence T P QNApX,Y q. 
Now, if NApX,Y q is dense in LpX,Y q for a pair of Banach spaces, then even the more QNApX,Y q is dense
in LpX,Y q. This happens, for instance, when X is reflexive (Lindenstrauss) or, more generally, when X has
the Radon-Nikody´m property, RNP in short (Bourgain), or when Y has a geometric property called property
β (Lindenstrauss) which is accessible by equivalent renorming to every Banach space (Schachermayer). This
is also the case for some concrete pairs of Banach spaces as pL1pµq, L1pνqq, pL1pµq, L8pνqq, pCpK1q, CpK2qq,
pCpKq, L1pµqq, among many others. A detailed account of all these examples can be found in Examples 2.1.
Similarly, if all operators from a Banach space X to a Banach space Y are compact, then QNApX,Y q “ LpX,Y q
by Remark 1.4.(b), so this produce a long list of examples of pairs by using Pitt’s Theorem or results by
Rosenthal. An extensive list of examples and of references where one may found much more examples of this
kind appears in Examples 2.2. This allows to present an example of pair of Banach spaces pX,Y q such that
QNApX,Y q is dense in LpX,Y q, while NApX,Y q is not (see Example 2.3).
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About negative results, we will show also in Section 2 that some known examples of pairs of Banach spaces
pX,Y q for which NApX,Y q is not dense in LpX,Y q actually satisfy the stronger result that QNApX,Y q is
not dense in LpX,Y q. This is the case of pc0, Y q when Y is any strictly convex renorming of c0 (see Example
2.7), complementing Example 1.3, or pL1r0, 1s, CpSqq for a Hausdorff compact space S constructed in [35].
The idea for all these negative results is that quasi norm attainment and norm attainment are equivalent for
monomorphisms (Lemma 2.5), which is a result suggested to us by R. Paya´. This idea also allows us to deduce
from an old result of R. Huff [33] that if a Banach space X does not have the RNP, then there are equivalent
renorming X1 and X2 of X such that QNApX1, X2q is not dense in LpX1, X2q (see Proposition 2.9). Therefore,
a Banach space X has the RNP if (and only if) QNApX 1, Y q is dense in LpX 1, Y q for every equivalent renorming
X 1 of X and every Banach space Y , giving a stronger result than the analogous one for norm attaining operators.
If we focus on range spaces, it also follows from Proposition 2.9 that a Banach space Y has the RNP provided
that for every Banach space X and every renorming Y 1 of Y , the set QNApX,Y 1q is dense in LpX,Y 1q. Aiming
at a reciprocal result to the previous one, we cannot lay hold on a result for norm attaining operators in the
classical sense: a celebrated result of T. Gowers [32, Appendix] shows that there is a Banach space X satisfying
that NApX, `pq is not dense in LpX, `pq for 1 ă p ă 8. Here is where the differences between the denseness
of norm attaining operators and the denseness of quasi norm attaining operators are more clear. We devote
Section 3 to present the main result of the paper (Theorem 3.1): strong RNP operators can be approximated
by operators which quasi attain their norm in a strong sense (uniquely quasi norm attaining operators, see
Definition 3.9). As a consequence, we obtain that QNApX,Y q is dense in LpX,Y q if Y has the RNP, obtaining
thus a characterization of the RNP in terms of the range space. So, with quasi norm attaining operators we
obtain characterizations of the RNP which are symmetric on the domain and range spaces (see Corollary 3.8).
This also allows us to present examples of pairs pX,Y q such that QNApX,Y q is dense, NApX,Y q is not, and
KpX,Y q ‰ LpX,Y q (Examples 3.7). The particular cases of Theorem 3.1 for compact or weakly compact
operators are actually interesting (Corollary 3.10).
The already quoted Theorem 3.1 has also consequences of different type: other kind of applications can be
given for Lipschitz maps, multilinear maps, and n-homogeneous polynomials. For instance, LipApX,Y q is dense
in Lip0pX,Y q for every Banach space X and every Banach space Y with the RNP as stated in Corollary 3.13.
On the other hand, there is a natural definition of quasi norm attaining multilinear maps (see Definition 3.14)
or quasi norm attaining n-homogeneous polynomials (Definition 3.16) for which the RNP of the range space is
a sufficient condition, see Corollaries 3.15 and 3.17, respectively.
We study in Section 4 when each of the inclusions in the chain NApX,Y q Ă QNApX,Y q Ă LpX,Y q can be
an equality. In the first case, we show that the equality NApX,Y q “ QNApX,Y q characterizes the reflexivity
of X if its holds for a nontrivial space Y (and then holds for all Banach spaces Y ), see Proposition 4.1. On the
other hand, we show that if either X or Y is infinite dimensional, then QNApX,Y q ‰ LpX,Y q (Corollary 4.5),
and we show that this provides a result related to remotality (Corollary 4.6).
In Section 5, we first study the relationship between the quasi norm attainment and the norm attainment of
the adjoint operator. If T P QNApX,Y q, then T˚ P NApY ˚, X˚q (Proposition 3.3), but the reciprocal result
is not true (a concrete example is given in Example 5.3). However, the equivalence holds for weakly compact
operators (Proposition 5.1). Secondly, we study possible extensions of Lemma 2.5 on conditions assuring that
quasi norm attainment implies (classical) norm attainment. We show that quasi norm attaining operator
with closed range and proximinal kernel are actually norm attaining (Proposition 5.7), and the same is true
if the annihilator of the kernel of the operator is contained in the set of norm attaining functionals on the
space (Proposition 5.11). We will see that some of those conditions cannot be removed from the assumption by
presenting specific examples; for instance, Example 5.10 reveals that there exists a quasi norm attaining injective
weakly compact operator which does not even belong to the closure of the set of norm attaining operators.
We discuss in Section 6 some stability properties for the denseness of quasi norm attaining operators, which
can be obtained analogously from the ones on norm attaining operators. Nevertheless, we have been not able to
transfer to this new setting all the known stability results for norm attaining operators in the classical setting.
Finally, we devote Section 7 to present some remarks and open questions on the subject.
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2. Denseness of the set of quasi norm attaining operators: first positive and negative
examples
As the first part of this section, we would like to present examples of pairs of Banach spaces X and Y such
that QNApX,Y q is dense in LpX,Y q using Remark 1.4: those such that NApX,Y q is dense in LpX,Y q and
those satisfying that KpX,Y q “ LpX,Y q.
With respect to the first condition, the following list of examples summarizes many of the known results of
this kind. Instead of giving a long list of definitions and references, we send the interested reader to the survey
paper [4] of 2006 for this. For results which do not appear there (as they are newer), we include the reference.
Examples 2.1. Any of the following conditions assures that NApX,Y q is dense in LpX,Y q and so, that
QNApX,Y q is dense in LpX,Y q:
(a) (Bourgain) X has the Radon-Nikody´m property; in particular, if X is reflexive.
(b) (Schachermayer) X has property α (for instance, if X “ `1).
(c) (Choi-Song) X has property quasi-α.
(d) (Lindenstrauss) Y has property β (for instance, if X is a closed subspace of `8 containing the canonical
copy of c0).
(e) (Acosta-Aguirre-Paya´) Y has property quasi-β.
(f) (Iwanik) X “ L1pµq and Y “ L1pνq where µ and ν are finite positive Borel measures.
(g) (Finet-Paya´, Paya´-Saleh) X “ L1pµq and Y “ L8pνq where µ is any measure and ν is a localizable
measure.
(h) (Johnson-Wolfe) X is Asplund and Y “ CpKq for a compact Hausdorff space K.
(i) (Johnson-Wolfe) In the real case, X “ CpK1q and Y “ CpK2q for compact Hausdorff spaces K1 and
K2.
(j) (Schachermayer) X “ CpKq for a compact Hausdorff space K, and Y does not contain c0 isomorphically
(in particular, if Y “ Lppµq with 1 ď p ă 8 and µ is a positive measure).
(k) (Uhl) X “ L1pµq for a σ-finite measure µ, and Y has the RNP.
(l) (Cascales-Guirao-Kadets) X is Asplund and Y is a uniform algebra [20, Theorem 3.6].
(m) (Acosta) In the complex case, X “ C0pLq for a locally compact Hausdorff space L and Y is C-uniformly
convex [5, Theorem 2.4].
Similarly, if all operators from a Banach space X to a Banach space Y are compact, then QNApX,Y q “
LpX,Y q by Remark 1.4, so this produce many examples, some of which we include in the following statement.
For more examples of this kind, we refer the readers to [14, 15, 16, 48] where one may find more related examples
in the setting of Orlicz sequence spaces and Lorentz sequence spaces.
Examples 2.2. Any of the following conditions assures that KpX,Y q “ LpX,Y q; hence QNApX,Y q “ LpX,Y q:
(a) (Pitt) X is a closed subspace of `p and Y is a closed subspace of `r with 1 ď r ă p ă 8.
(b) (Rosenthal) X is a closed subspace of c0 and Y is a Banach space which does not contain c0.
(c) (Rosenthal) X is a closed subspace of Lppµq, Y is a closed subspace of Lrpνq, 1 ď r ă p ă 8 and
(c1) µ and ν are atomic (also covered by (a)),
(c2) or 1 ď r ă 2 and ν is atomic,
(c3) or p ą 2 and µ is atomic.
Examples 2.2.(a) can be found in [10, Theorem 2.1.4], for instance; (b) and (c) can be found in a 1969 paper
by H. Rosenthal [51] as, respectively, Remark 4 and Theorem A2.
With these examples in hands, we may present easily an example of a pair of Banach spaces pX,Y q such
that QNApX,Y q is dense in LpX,Y q while NApX,Y q is not.
Example 2.3. For 1 ă p ă 8, p ‰ 2, there exist closed subspaces X of c0 and Y of `p such that NApX,Y q is
not dense in LpX,Y q, while LpX,Y q “ KpX,Y q, so QNApX,Y q “ LpX,Y q.
We will use the following lemma from [43].
Lemma 2.4 ([40, Proposition 4], [43, Lemma 2]). Let X be a closed subspace of c0 and let Y be a strictly convex
Banach space. Then, every operator in NApX,Y q has finite rank.
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Let us comment that for X “ c0 this was shown in [40, Proposition 4] and the general case appeared in [43,
Lemma 2], but we would like to include here the easy argument for completeness. Indeed, fix T P NApX,Y q
such that }T } “ }Tx0} for x0 P SX and use that x0 P X ď c0 to get N P N satisfying that x0pnq ď 12 for every
n ě N ; then, if z P X belongs to
Z “
č
1ďkďNtx P X : xpkq “ 0u,
and }z} ď 12 , we have }x0 ˘ z} ď 1, so }T px0q ˘ T pzq} ď 1; as Y is strictly convex, it follows that T pzq “ 0 for
every z P Z, so T is of finite-rank.
Proof of Example 2.3. Take Y failing the approximation property (use [41, Theorem 2.d.6], [42, Theorem 1.g.4],
for instance) and use the classical result by Grothendieck (see [34, Theorem 18.3.2] for instance) to get a closed
subspace X of c0 such that KpX,Y q is not contained in the closure of the set of finite rank operators. Then,
Lemma 2.4 gives that NApX,Y q is not dense. Finally, that LpX,Y q “ KpX,Y q follows from Examples 2.2. 
To give examples of pairs pX,Y q such that QNApX,Y q is dense while not every operator from X to Y
is compact is much easier: just consider the pairs pc0, c0q, p`1, `1q, and many others given by Examples 2.1.
Nevertheless, to give an example of pair pX,Y q such that QNApX,Y q is dense in LpX,Y q, NApX,Y q is not
dense, and LpX,Y q does not coincide with KpX,Y q is more involved. We will produce many examples of this
kind in Section 3, see Examples 3.7.
Let us now present some negative results on the denseness of quasi norm attaining operators. To do so we
will need the following result which has been suggested to us by R. Paya´. Recall that a monomorphism between
two Banach spaces X and Y is an operator T P LpX,Y q which is an isomorphism from X onto T pXq. It is
well-known that T P LpX,Y q is a monomorphism if and only if there is C ą 0 such that }Tx} ě C}x} for all
x P X, and if and only if kerT “ t0u and T pXq is closed (see [37, § 10.2.3], for instance).
Lemma 2.5. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. If T P QNApX,Y q is a monomorphism, then T P NApX,Y q.
Proof. Consider T´1 : T pXq ÝÑ X. Let pxnq Ď SX and u P }T }SY be such that Txn ÝÑ u. As T pXq is closed,
we have that u P T pXq so we may consider x0 “ T´1u P X. Observe that
xn “ T´1pTxnq ÝÑ T´1u “ x0,
hence }x0} “ 1. Besides, Tx0 “ T pT´1uq “ u, so }Tx0} “ }u} “ }T } and T P NApX,Y q, as desired. 
We will extend Lemma 2.5 in Section 5, where we will also show that the hypothesis of monomorphism
cannot be relaxed to the injectivity of the operator (see Example 5.10).
As an easy consequence of Lemma 2.5 we get the following result which will be the key to derive all of our
negative results.
Lemma 2.6. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. If T P LpX,Y q is a monomorphism such that T R NApX,Y q,
then T R QNApX,Y q.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that T P QNApX,Y q. Then we may choose a sequence pTnq Ď QNApX,Y q of
monomorphisms which converges to T since the set of all monomorphisms from X to Y is open in LpX,Y q (see
[1, Lemma 2.4], for instance). By Lemma 2.5, each Tn P NApX,Y q; hence, T P NApX,Y q which contradicts the
given assumption on T . 
We are now able to get the negative results. As we commented in the introduction (see Example 1.3), the first
example can be deduced from the results in [30]: QNApc0, Zq is not dense in Lpc0, Zq when Z is an equivalent
renorming of c0 with the Kadec-Klee property. Next, we generalize the result of Lindenstrauss to the quasi
norm attainment case where the statement is somewhat similar to the former one. Note that there are strictly
convex equivalent renorming of c0 which does not have the Kadec-Klee property (see [26, Theorem 1 in p. 100],
for instance).
Example 2.7. Let X be an infinite-dimensional subspace of c0 and let Y be a strictly convex renorming of c0.
Then, QNApX,Y q is not dense in LpX,Y q. In particular, QNApc0, Y q is not dense in Lpc0, Y q.
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Indeed, as NApX,Y q is contained in the set of finite-rank operators by Lemma 2.4, we get that the inclusion
from X to Y (which is a monomorphism) does not belong to QNApX,Y q by Lemma 2.6.
The next example extends the result [36, Corollary 2], providing a new example such that QNApX,Y q is not
dense in LpX,Y q.
Example 2.8. There exists a compact Hausdorff space S such that QNApL1r0, 1s, CpSqq is not dense in
LpL1r0, 1s, CpSqq.
Proof. We basically follow the arguments in [36]. Let S be given by the weak˚-closure in L8r0, 1s of the set
S0 “
#
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
1´ 1
2i
˙
χDi : D1, . . . , Dn Ď r0, 1s are disjoint, µpDiq ă 12i
+
,
and define T0 P LpL1r0, 1s, CpSqq by“
T0f
‰psq :“ ż 1
0
fptqsptq dt for s P S, f P L1r0, 1s
as in [36, Corollary 2]. It is proved there that T0 cannot be approximated by elements in NApL1r0, 1s, CpSqq,
so the result follows from Lemma 2.6 if we prove that T0 is a monomorphism. Indeed, choose any f P L1r0, 1s,
and we may assume by taking ´f if necessary thatż
A
f dµ ě 1
2
}f}1
where A “ tw P r0, 1s : fpwq ě 0u. Let pfnq Ď L1r0, 1s be a sequence of nonzero simple functions such that
}fn ´ f} ă 1
n
for every n P N.
For each n P N, we can choose In P N and D1, . . . , DIn Ă A with µpDiq ă 1{2i for i “ 1, . . . , In such that
µ
´
Az
ďIn
i“1Di
¯
ă 1
4
}f}1
}fn}8 .
Now, consider s “ řIi“1 `1´ 12i ˘χDi P S. Then, we have thatˇˇrT0fnspsqˇˇ “ ˇˇˇˇż 1
0
fnpwqspwq dµpwq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ż
ŤIn
i“1Di
fnpwqspwq dµpwq ě 1
2
ż
ŤIn
i“1Di
fnpwq dµpwq
“ 1
2
«ż
A
fnpwq dµpwq ´
ż
AzŤIni“1Di fnpwq dµpwq
ff
ě 1
2
ˆż
A
fpwq dµpwq ´ 1
n
˙
´ 1
2
µ
´
Az
ďIn
i“1Di
¯
}fn}8
ě 1
4
}f}1 ´ 1
2n
´ 1
8
}f}1 “ 1
8
}f}1 ´ 1
2n
,
which implies that }T0fn} ě 18}f}1 ´ 12n for each n P N. As n tends to 8, we obtain that }T0f} ě 18}f}1. It
follows that T0 is a monomorphism between L1r0, 1s and CpSq since f P L1r0, 1s was arbitrary. 
The last negative result that we want to present is related to the Radon-Nikody´m property. It was proved
by R. Huff [33], extending previous results of J. Bourgain [18], that if a Banach space X fails to have the RNP,
then there exist Banach spaces X1 and X2, which are both isomorphic to X, such that the formal identity from
X1 to X2 cannot be approximated by elements of NApX1, X2q. Combining this fact with Lemma 2.6, we have
just obtained the following result, stronger than Huff’s one.
Proposition 2.9. If a Banach space X does not have the RNP, then there exist Banach spaces X1 and X2
both isomorphic to X such that QNApX1, X2q is not dense in LpX1, X2q.
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It follows from Examples 2.1.(a) that the above result is actually a characterization of the RNP. We will
show in the next section stronger characterizations of the RNP using quasi norm attaining operators which are
not valid for norm attaining operators (see Corollary 3.8).
3. The relation with the Radon-Nikody´m property: a new positive result
We begin this section with our main result. Recall that a closed convex subset D of a Banach space X is said
to be an RNP set if every subset of D is dentable. Observe that a Banach space X has the RNP if and only if
every closed bounded convex subset of X is an RNP set (see [19]). Given Banach spaces X and Y , T P LpX,Y q
is a strong Radon-Nikody´m operator (strong RNP operator in short) if T pBXq is an RNP set.
Theorem 3.1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Let ε ą 0 be given and let T P LpX,Y q be a strong RNP
operator. Then, there exists S P QNApX,Y q such that
(i) }S ´ T } ă ε,
(ii) there exists z0 P SpBXq X }S}SY such that whenever pxnq Ď BX satisfies that }Sxn} ÝÑ }S}, we may
find a sequence pθnq Ď T such that Spθnxnq ÝÑ z0; in particular, there is θ0 P T and a subsequence
pxσpnqq of pxnq such that Sxσpnq ÝÑ θ0z0.
In order to give a proof of Theroem 3.1, we need a deep result proved by C. Stegall, usually known as the
Bourgain-Stegall non-linear optimization principle. For a Banach space Y , a point y0 of a bounded subset
D Ď Y is a strongly exposed point if there is y˚ P Y ˚ such that whenever a sequence pynq Ď D satisfies that
limn y
˚pynq “ supty˚pyq : y P Du, yn converges to y0 (in particular, y˚py0q “ supty˚pyq : y P Du). In this case,
we say that y˚ strongly exposes D at y0 and that y˚ is a strongly exposing functional for D at y0.
Lemma 3.2 (Bourgain-Stegall non-linear optimization principle, [54, Theorem 14]). Suppose D is a bounded
RNP set of a Banach space Y and φ : D ÝÑ R is upper semicontinuous and bounded above. Then, the set
ty˚ P Y ˚ : φ` Re y˚ strongly exposes Du
is a dense Gδ subset of Y
˚.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Assume that }T } ‰ 0. As T pBXq is an RNP set, by Lemma 3.2 applied to the function
φpyq “ }y} for every y P D “ T pBXq, there exists y0˚ P Y ˚ with }y0˚ } ă ε{}T } such that } ¨ } ` Re y0˚ strongly
exposes T pBXq at some y0 P T pBXq. Then,
}y} ` Re y0˚ pyq ď }y0} ` Re y0˚ py0q for all y P T pBXq.
By rotating y P T pBXq, we also obtain that
(2) }y} ` |y0˚ pyq| ď }y0} ` Re y0˚ py0q for all y P T pBXq,
and we have that y0˚ py0q “ |y0˚ py0q|. Besides, if pynq Ď T pBXq satisfies that
}yn} ` Re y0˚ pynq ÝÑ }y0} ` Re y0˚ py0q,
then yn ÝÑ y0. So, if pynq Ď T pBXq satisfies that
(3) }yn} ` |y0˚ pynq| ÝÑ }y0} ` y0˚ py0q,
then we can find pθnq Ď T so that θnyn ÝÑ y0.
Now, define S P LpX,Y q by
Sx :“ Tx` y0˚ pTxq y0}y0} for every x P X.
It is easy to see that }S ´ T } ď }y0˚ }}T } ă ε and that
}Sx} ď }Tx} ` |y0˚ pTxq| ď }y0} ` y0˚ py0q for all x P BX
by (2). Write z0 “
´
1` y˚0 py0q}y0}
¯
y0 and observe that }z0} “ }y0} ` y0˚ py0q. Now, take a sequence pxnq Ď BX
such that Txn ÝÑ y0 P T pBXq, and observe that
Sxn “ Txn ` y0˚ pTxnq y0}y0} ÝÑ
ˆ
1` y0˚ py0q}y0}
˙
y0 “ z0.
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It follows that }S} “ }y0} ` y0˚ py0q “ }z0} and thus, S P QNApX,Y q. Moreover, if pznq Ď BX satisfies}Szn} ÝÑ }S}, then we have
}y0} ` y0˚ py0q “ lim
n
››››Tzn ` y0˚ pTznq y0}y0}
››››
ď lim
n
`}Tzn} ` |y0˚ pTznq|˘
ď }y0} ` y0˚ py0q by (2).
Thus by applying the equation (3), we can find pθnq Ď T such that T pθnznq ÝÑ y0, and hence
Spθnznq “ T pθnznq ` y0˚
`
T pθnznq
˘ y0
}y0} ÝÑ
ˆ
1` y0˚ py0q}y0}
˙
y0 “ z0. 
Some remarks on the operator constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.1 are pertinent. We first need the
following easy result which relates the quasi norm attainment with the norm attainment of the adjoint operator.
We will provide some comments and extensions of this result in Section 5. Recall that the adjoint operator
T˚ : Y ˚ ÝÑ X˚ of an operator T P LpX,Y q is defined by rT˚y˚spxq :“ y˚pTxq. A simple calculation shows
that T˚ P LpY ˚, X˚q with }T˚} “ }T }.
Proposition 3.3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and T P LpX,Y q. If T P QNApX,Y q, then T˚ P NApY ˚, X˚q.
Moreover, if T quasi attains its norm toward y0 P }T }SY , then T˚ attains its norm at any y˚ P SY ˚ such that
y˚py0q “ }y0}.
Proof. Let pxnq Ď BX be such that Txn ÝÑ y0 P }T }SY . Take y˚ P SY ˚ with |y˚py0q| “ }y0} “ }T }. Then
}T˚y˚} ě ˇˇrT˚y˚spxnqˇˇ “ |y˚pTxnq| ÝÑ |y˚py0q| “ }T },
which implies that }T˚y˚} “ }T }. 
We are now able to present the remarks on the construction given in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Remark 3.4. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let T P LpX,Y q be a strong RNP operator. Consider for
ε ą 0 the point y0 P T pBXq Ă Y and the operator S P QNApX,Y q given in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Then,
(a) T ´ S is a rank-one operator.
(b) SpBXq Ď T pBXq ` tλy0 : λ P K, |λ| ď ρu for some ρ ą 0.
(c) SpXq “ T pXq.
(d) S quasi attains its norm toward a point of the form z0 “ λy0 for some λ ą 0.
(e) S˚ attains its norm at some z˚ P SY ˚ which strongly exposes SpBXq at z0.
Proof. We only have to prove (e), the other assertions are obvious from the proof. Let z0 P SpBXqX}S}SY be the
point satisfying the condition stated in Theorem 3.1.(ii) and take any z˚ P SY ˚ such that z˚pz0q “ }z0} “ }S}.
As S P QNApX,Y q quasi attains its norm toward z0, Proposition 3.3 gives that S˚ attains its norm at z˚.
We claim that z˚ strongly exposes SpBXq at z0. Indeed, suppose that pznq Ď SpBXq satisfies that
Re z˚pznq ÝÑ suptRe z˚pyq : y P SpBXqu “ }z0}.
Choose pxnq Ď BX such that }Sxn ´ zn} ă 1{n for every n P N. Observe that z˚pSxnq ÝÑ }z0} and so,
in particular, }Sxn} ÝÑ }S}. By Theorem 3.1.(ii), there is a sequence pθnq Ď T such that Spθnxnq ÝÑ z0.
Since p1 ´ θnqz˚pSxnq ÝÑ 0 and z˚pSxnq ÝÑ }z0} ‰ 0, we obtain that θn ÝÑ 1. Therefore, we deduce that
Sxn ÝÑ z0. Hence, zn ÝÑ z0 as desired. 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.1 and Examples 2.1.(a), if either X or Y has the RNP, then QNApX,Y q is
dense in LpX,Y q.
Corollary 3.5. Let X, Y be Banach spaces. If X or Y has the RNP, then QNApX,Y q is dense in LpX,Y q.
This cover the case when at least one of the spaces X or Y is reflexive. Actually, in this case the result is
also covered by the next statement which follows from Theorem 3.1, the well-known fact that weakly compact
convex sets are RNP sets (see [19], for instance), and Remark 3.4.(a).
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Corollary 3.6. For every Banach spaces X and Y , QNApX,Y q XWpX,Y q “WpX,Y q.
We may present now examples of pairs of Banach spaces pX,Y q for which QNApX,Y q is dense in LpX,Y q
while NApX,Y q is not and that not every operator is compact.
Examples 3.7.
(a) Let Y be a strictly convex infinite-dimensional Banach space with the RNP (in particular, let Y “ `p
with 1 ă p ă 8). Then, there is a Banach space X such that NApX,Y q is not dense in LpX,Y q and
KpX,Y q does not cover the whole of LpX,Y q, while QNApX,Y q is.
(b) There is a Banach space X such that NApX, `1q is not dense and KpX, `1q does not cover the whole of
LpX, `1q, while QNApX, `1q is dense in LpX, `1q.
(c) In the complex case, given a decreasing sequence w P c0z`1 of positive numbers, let dpw, 1q be the
corresponding Lorentz sequences space and let d˚pw, 1q be its natural predual. If w P `2, then
NApd˚pw, 1q, dpw, 1qq is not dense in Lpd˚pw, 1q, dpw, 1qq while QNApd˚pw, 1q, dpw, 1qq is dense as dpw, 1q
has the RNP.
Examples 3.7.(a) follows from [2, Theorem 2.3] (for Y “ `p is actually consequence of [32, Appendix]) and
Examples 3.7.(b) follows from [3, Theorem 2.3]. For (c), we refer to [22, §4] for the definitions and basic
properties of the spaces; the result on non-denseness of NApd˚pw, 1q, dpw, 1qq appears in [22, §4], while the RNP
of dpw, 1q is immediate as it is a separable dual space.
We do not know whether there is a Banach space Z such that QNApZ,Zq is dense in LpZ,Zq while NApZ,Zq
is not dense, see Problem 7.3.
We are now ready to present another important consequence of Theorem 3.1: two characterization of the
RNP in terms of denseness of quasi norm attaining operators. Note that the RNP is an isomorphic property
and so it is a sufficient condition to get the universal denseness conditions on equivalent renormings.
Corollary 3.8. Let Z be a Banach space. Then, the following are equivalent.
(a) Z has the RNP.
(b) For every Banach space Y and every equivalent renorming Z 1 of Z, QNApZ 1, Y q is dense in LpZ 1, Y q.
(c) For every Banach space X and every equivalent renorming Z 1 of Z, QNApX,Z 1q is dense in LpX,Z 1q.
Proof. (a)ñ(b) is a consequence of [18, Theorem 5] (here is Examples 2.1.(a)). (b)ñ(a) and (c)ñ(a) can be
obtained from Proposition 2.9. Finally, (a)ñ(c) follows from Theorem 3.1. 
Let us comment that in the case of norm attaining operators in the classical sense, while the analogous
statement of (a) and (b) are equivalent, the same is not true for statement (c), as (a)ñ(c) does not hold (see
Examples 3.7). Therefore, the use of quasi norm attaintment gives a symmetry in the characterization of the
Radon-Nikody´m property which is not possible for the classical norm attainment.
We next would like to take the advantage of Theorem 3.1 in particular cases. To this end, we introduce some
terminologies here.
Definition 3.9. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. We say that T P LpX,Y q uniquely quasi attains its norm
if there is u P Y such that every sequence pxnq Ă BX satisfying }Txn} ÝÑ }T } has a subsequence pxσpnqq
satisfying that Txσpnq ÝÑ θu for some θ P T. In this case, we will say that T uniquely quasi attains its norm
toward u and that T is a uniquely quasi norm attaining operator.
While it is obvious that norm attaining operators are quasi norm attaining (Remark 1.4), it is not true that
norm attaining operators are uniquely quasi norm attaining: the identity on any Banach space of dimension
greater than one is clearly an example. Also, the fact that BX is an RNP set does not imply that so is
T pBXq: indeed, consider a surjective map T P Lp`1, c0q with T pB`1q “ Bc0 (see [28, Theorem 5.1] for example).
Therefore, a version of Corollary 3.5 for uniquely quasi norm attainment does not follow from Theorem 3.1 for
the RNP in the domain space. However, the following notion introduced by J. Bourgain in [18, p. 268], extending
the concept of strongly exposing functional, forces uniquely quasi norm attainment. For Banach spaces X and Y ,
an operator T P LpX,Y q absolutely strongly exposes the set BX (T is an absolutely strongly exposing operator)
if there exists x P BX such that whenever a sequence pxnq Ă BX satisfies that limn }Txn} “ }T }, there is a
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subsequence pxσpnqq which converges to θx for some θ P T. It is clear that an absolutely strongly exposing
operator T P LpX,Y q is uniquely quasi norm attaining. It follows then from [18, Theorem 5] that if BX is an
RNP set (i.e. X has the RNP), then the set of uniquely quasi norm attaining operators is dense in LpX,Y q.
Therefore, the following result follows from this fact and Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.10. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. If either X or Y has the RNP, then the set of uniquely quasi
norm attaining operators from X to Y is dense in LpX,Y q.
Two more consequences of Theorem 3.1 can be stated for compact operators and weakly compact operators
(as compact and weakly compact sets are RNP sets) with the help of Remark 3.4.(a), as it follows that when
we start with a compact or weakly compact operator T in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the operator S that it is
obtained is compact or weakly compact, respectively. In the case of compact operators, we already know that
they quasi attain their norms (see Remark 1.4.(b)), but the result is still interesting as it is stronger than that
(observe that the identity on a two-dimensional Banach space is compact but it is not uniquely quasi norm
attaining).
Corollary 3.11. Let X and Y be Banach spaces.
(a) Compact operators from X to Y which uniquely quasi attain their norm are dense in KpX,Y q.
(b) Weakly compact operators from X to Y which uniquely quasi attain their norm are dense in WpX,Y q.
The following result is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.10, which will be useful in many applications
later on.
Corollary 3.12. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, Γ Ď BX such that copTΓq “ BX and suppose that Y has the
RNP. Then, for every T P LpX,Y q and every ε ą 0, there is S P LpX,Y q with }T ´ S} ă ε and a sequence
pxnq Ď Γ such that pSxnq converges to some y0 P }S}SY . In other words, the set 
T P LpX,Y q : Txn ÝÑ y0 for some pxnq Ď Γ and y0 P }T }SY
(
is dense in LpX,Y q.
Proof. Given T P LpX,Y q, since Y has the RNP, Corollary 3.10 provides an operator S P QNApX,Y q such that
}T ´ S} ă ε and z0 P }S}SY such that given any sequence pxnq Ď BX with }Sxn} ÝÑ }S}, then there exists a
subsequence pxσpnqq and θ0 P T such that Sxσpnq ÝÑ θ0z0. Now, as
supt}Sx} : x P Γu “ }S}
by the assumption, we may find a sequence pxnq Ď Γ such that }Sxn} ÝÑ }S} and the result follows. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the applications of Corollary 3.12 in some situations: norm attainment
on Lipschitz maps, multilinear maps, and homogeneous polynomials.
3.1. An application: Lipschitz maps attaining the norm toward vectors. Recall from Definition 1.2
that given real Banach spaces X and Y , LipApX,Y q denotes the set of those Lipschitz maps f P Lip0pX,Y q for
which there exist a sequence of pairs
`pxn, ynq˘ Ď rX and u P }f}LipSY satisfying
fpxnq ´ fpynq
}xn ´ yn} ÝÑ u.
As a consequence of Corollary 3.10, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.13. Let X and Y be real Banach spaces such that Y has the RNP. Then, LipApX,Y q is dense in
Lip0pX,Y q.
We need to introduce some terminology. Recall that the Lipschitz-free space FpXq over X is a closed linear
subspace of Lip0pX,Rq˚ defined by
FpXq :“ spantδx : x P Xu,
where δx is the canonical point evaluation of a Lipschitz map f at x given by δxpfq :“ fpxq. We refer the reader
to the paper [29] and the book [57] (where it is called Arens-Eells space) for a detailed account on Lipschitz free
spaces. The following properties of FpXq can be found there. It is well known that FpXq is indeed an isometric
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predual of Lip0pX,Rq. Moreover, for any Lipschitz map f P Lip0pX,Y q, we can define a unique bounded linear
operator Tf P LpFpXq, Y q by Tf pδxq :“ fpxq, which satisfies that }Tf } “ }f}Lip; furthermore, Lip0pX,Y q is
isometrically isomorphic to LpFpXq, Y q via this correspondence between f and Tf . We define a set of molecules
of X by
MolpXq :“
"
mx,y :“ δx ´ δy}x´ y} : px, yq P rX
*
Ď FpXq.
An easy consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem is that BFpXq “ copMolpXqq.
Proof of Corollary 3.13. Let ε ą 0 and f P Lip0pX,Y q be given. As Y has the RNP, applying Corollary 3.12
for the set Γ “ MolpXq, there exists G P QNApFpXq, Y q, a sequence pmpn,qnq P MolpXq, and y0 P }G}SY such
that
}Tf ´G} ă ε and G pmpn,qnq ÝÑ y0.
If we take (the unique) g P Lip0pX,Y q such that Tg “ G, then }f ´ g}Lip “ }Tf ´G} ă ε and
gppnq ´ gpqnq
}pn ´ qn} “ G pmpn,qnq ÝÑ y0.
This shows that g P LipApX,Y q and it completes the proof. 
3.2. An application: quasi norm attaining multilinear maps and polynomials. Let X1, . . . , Xn and
Y be Banach spaces. The set of all bounded n-linear maps from X1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Xn to Y will be denoted by
LpX1, . . . , Xn;Y q. As usual, we define the norm of A P LpX1, . . . , Xn;Y q by
}A} “ sup }Apx1, . . . , xnq} : px1, . . . , xnq P BX1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBXn(.
The following definition is a natural extension of quasi norm attainment from linear operators to multilinear
maps.
Definition 3.14. We say that A P LpX1, . . . , Xn;Y q quasi attains its norm (in short, A P QNApX1, . . . , Xn;Y q)
if
ApBX1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBXnq X }A}SY ‰ H,
or, equivalently, if there exist a sequence
`
x
p1q
m , . . . , x
pnq
m
˘ Ď BX1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBXn and a point u P }A}SY such that
A
`
xp1qm , . . . , xpnqm
˘ ÝÑ u.
In this case, we say that A quasi attains its norm toward u.
Here, the consequence of Corollary 3.12 in this setting is the following.
Corollary 3.15. Let X1, . . . Xn and Y be Banach spaces. If Y has the RNP, then QNApX1, . . . , Xn;Y q is
dense in LpX1, . . . , Xn;Y q.
Analogously to what happens with Lipschitz maps, we present a way to linearize multilinear maps: the
projective tensor product. Given Banach spaces X1, X2, . . . , Xn, the projective tensor product of the spaces,
which will be denoted by X1 bpi ¨ ¨ ¨ bpi Xn, is the space X1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Xn endowed with the projective norm pi.
We write X1rbpi ¨ ¨ ¨ rbpiXn for its completion. It is well known that given any A P LpX1, . . . , Xn;Y q, there is a
unique pA P L `X1rbpi ¨ ¨ ¨ rbpiXn, Y ˘ such thatpApx1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xnq “ Apx1, . . . , xnq for all x1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xn P X1rbpi ¨ ¨ ¨ rbpiXn.
Moreover, the spaces LpX1, . . . , Xn;Y q and L
`
X1rbpi ¨ ¨ ¨ rbpiXn, Y ˘ are isometrically isomorphic through this
correspondence and the closed unit ball of X1rbpi ¨ ¨ ¨ rbpiXn is the absolutely closed convex hull of BX1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
BXn :“ tx1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xn : xi P BXi , 1 ď i ď nu (see [24, Proposition 16.8], for instance).
Proof of Corollary 3.15. Let ε ą 0 and A P LpX1, . . . , Xn;Y q be given. Let pA P LpX1rbpi ¨ ¨ ¨ rbpiXn, Y q be the
corresponding linear operator on the tensor product space defined as above. Now, it follows by Corollary 3.12
applied to Γ :“ BX1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b BXn Ď BX1 rbpi ¨¨¨rbpiXn , that there exist pS P QNApX1rbpi ¨ ¨ ¨ rbpiXn, Y q, a sequence`
x
pmq
1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xpmqn
˘
mPN Ď Γ and a point u P }pS}SY such that }pS ´ pA} ă ε and pS`xpmq1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xpmqn ˘ ÝÑ u.
Define a n-linear map S : X1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXn ÝÑ Y by Spx1, . . . , xnq :“ pSpx1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xnq. Then, we can conclude
that Spxpmq1 , . . . , xpmqn q ÝÑ u with }u} “ }pS} “ }S} and that }S ´A} ă ε. 
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Analogously, we can get a similar result on quasi norm attaining polynomials. Let X and Y be Banach
spaces, and let n P N be given. Recall that an n-linear mapping A P LpX, n. . ., X;Y q is said to be symmetric
if Apx1, . . . , xnq “ Apxσp1q, . . . , xσpnqq for any px1, . . . , xnq P X ˆ n¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ X and any permutation σ of the set
t1, . . . , nu. We let LspX, n. . ., X;Y q denote the space of all bounded symmetric n-linear mappings endowed with
the norm
}A} “ sup }Apx, . . . , xq} : x P BX(.
A mapping P : X ÝÑ Y is an n-homogeneous polynomial if there is a symmetric n-linear map qP P LspX, n. . ., X;Y q
such that P pxq “ qP px, . . . , xq. We denote by PpnX;Y q the space of all continuous n-homogeneous polynomials
from X to Y equipped with the usual norm }P } “ supxPBX }Px} for P P PpnX;Y q.
Definition 3.16. We say that P P PpnX;Y q quasi attains its norm (in short, P P QNApPpnX;Y qqq if
P pBXq X }T }SY ‰ H,
or equivalently, if there exist a sequence pxmq Ď BX and a point u P }P }SY such that Pxm ÝÑ u.
Here, the consequence of Corollary 3.12 in this setting is the following.
Corollary 3.17. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and let n P N be given. If Y has the RNP, then QNApPpnX;Y qq
is dense in PpnX;Y q.
The proof is almost the same as that for Corollary 3.15. We denote by Xbpis n¨ ¨ ¨bpis X the n-fold symmetric
tensor product of a Banach space X, endowed with the symmetric tensor norm pis, and by X rbpis n¨ ¨ ¨ rbpisX its
completion. We refer the reader to the Chapter 16 of the recent book [24] for a detailed account on symmetric
tensor product spaces. Note that the spaces PpnX;Y q and LpX rbpis n¨ ¨ ¨ rbpisX,Y q are isometrically isomorphic
by means of the correspondence P P PpnX;Y q ÞÝÑ rP P LpX rbpis n¨ ¨ ¨ rbpisX,Y q, whererP pxb ¨ ¨ ¨ b xq “ P pxq for all x P X,
see [24, Proposition 16.23] for instance. Moreover, the closed unit ball of X rbpis n¨ ¨ ¨ rbpisX is the absolutely closed
convex hull of BX b n¨ ¨ ¨ bBX :“ txb ¨ ¨ ¨ b x : x P BXu, see again [24, Proposition 16.23].
Proof. Let ε ą 0 and P P PpnX;Y q be given. Consider the linear operator rP P LpX rbpis n¨ ¨ ¨ rbpisX,Y q
corresponding to P as explained above. Applying Corollary 3.12 to Γ :“ BX b n¨ ¨ ¨ b BX , we may findrQ P QNApX rbpis n¨ ¨ ¨ rbpisX,Y q, a sequence pxm b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xmq Ă Γ and a point u P } rQ}SY such that } rQ ´ rP } ă ε
and rQpxmb¨ ¨ ¨bxmq ÝÑ u. Considering the polynomial Q P PpnX;Y q induced by rQ, we have that Qxm ÝÑ u
with }u} “ } rQ} “ }Q} and that }Q´ P } ă ε, finishing the proof. 
4. On the set of quasi norm attaining operators
Given Banach spaces X and Y , our goal here is to analyze when any of the inclusion
NApX,Y q Ď QNApX,Y q Ď LpX,Y q
can be an equality. For the first inclusion, the equality allows to characterize reflexivity in terms of quasi norm
attaining operators.
Proposition 4.1. Let X be a Banach space. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) X is reflexive.
(b) NApX,Y q “ QNApX,Y q for every Banach space Y .
(c) There exists a nontrivial Banach space Y such that NApX,Y q “ QNApX,Y q.
Proof. (a)ñ(b). Suppose that X is reflexive and let T P QNApX,Y q be given. Let pxnq Ď SX be a sequence
such that Txn ÝÑ u for some u P Y with }u} “ }T }. Since X is reflexive, there is a subsequence, denoted again
by pxnq, such that xn ÝÑ x0 weakly for some x0 P BX . Thus Txn ÝÑ Tx0 weakly and Tx0 must coincide with
u, getting that }Tx0} “ }u} “ }T } and so T P NApX,Y q.
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Since (b)ñ(c) is clear, it remains to show that (c)ñ(a). Fix any x˚ P X˚ and y0 P SY , and consider the
rank-one operator T “ x˚ b y0 given by T pxq :“ x˚pxqy0. It is clear that }T } “ }x˚} and that T P NApX,Y q
if and only if x˚ P NApX,Kq. On the other hand, as rank-one operators are compact, T P QNApX,Y q by
Remark 1.4.(b). Now, if NApX,Y q “ QNApX,Y q, it follows that NApX,Kq “ X˚, and this implies that X is
reflexive by James’ theorem (see [28, Corollary 3.131] for instance). 
The version for range spaces of the above result does not give any interesting characterization.
Remark 4.2. There is no nontrivial Banach space Y such that NApX,Y q “ QNApX,Y q for every Banach
space X.
Indeed, just consider a non-reflexive Banach space X and suppose that NApX,Y q “ QNApX,Y q. Then,
Proposition 4.1 gives the contradiction.
Our next aim is to discuss the equality in the inclusion QNApX,Y q “ LpX,Y q to show that finite-dimensionality
can also be described in terms of the set of quasi norm attaining operators: every infinite-dimensional Banach
space can be the domain or the range of bounded linear operators which does not quasi attain their norms. The
case of the domain space is easier and it is based on [45, Lemma 2.2].
Proposition 4.3. If X is an infinite dimensional Banach space, then there is T P LpX, c0q which does not
belong to QNApX, c0q.
Proof. By the Josefson-Nissenzweig theorem (see [27, § XII]), there exists a weak˚ null sequence pxn˚q Ď SX˚ .
Define an operator T : X ÝÑ c0 by
T pxq “
ˆ
m
m` 1xm˚pxq
˙
mPN
for x P X.
It is clear that }T } “ 1. Assume that there exist a sequence pxnq Ď SX and a vector u P Sc0 such that
Txn ÝÑ u “ pumqmPN. Then, for each m P N,
m
m` 1xm˚pxnq ÝÑ um
as n ÝÑ 8. Therefore,
|um| “ lim
nÑ8
ˇˇˇˇ
m
m` 1xm˚pxnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď m
m` 1 ă 1
for every m P N. If we take m0 P N such that |um0 | “ }u} “ 1 (which exists as u P c0), we get a contradiction. 
The case of the range space is analogous, but the proof is rather more involved.
Proposition 4.4. Let Y be an infinite dimensional Banach space. Then there exists T P Lp`1, Y q which does
not belong to QNAp`1, Y q.
Proof. We divide the proof into two cases.
Case 1 : Assume first that Y doesn’t have the Schur property. Then, it is well-known that there is a sequence
pynq Ď SY such that yn wÝÝÑ 0 (see [27, Exercise XII.2], for instance). Choose an increasing sequence ptnq with
0 ă tn ă 1 for each n P N such that limn tn “ 1. Consider an operator T : `1 ÝÑ Y defined as
T pxq “
8ÿ
n“1
tnxpnqyn for each x : N ÝÑ K in `1.
It is clear that }T } “ 1. Assume T belongs to QNAp`1, Y q, then there exist a sequence pxmq Ď S`1 and a vector
u P SY such that limm Txm “ u. Choose u˚ P SY ˚ so that |u˚puq| “ 1. We have that
(4) u˚pTxmq “
8ÿ
n“1
tnxmpnqu˚pynq ÝÑ u˚puq as m ÝÑ 8.
As yn
wÝÝÑ 0, we can choose n0 P N so large that |u˚pynq| ă 1{2 for all n ą n0 and tn0 ě 1{2. It follows thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 8ÿ
n“1
tnxmpnqu˚pynq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď tn0 n0ÿ
n“1
|xmpnq| ` 1
2
8ÿ
n“n0`1
|xmpnq| ď tn0 ă 1
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for every m P N, which contradicts (4). Let us comment that the above argument is inspired in the proof of
[46, Remark 3].
Case 2 : Now suppose that Y has the Schur property. It follows from Rosenthal’s `1 theorem that Y contains
a subspace which is isomorphic to `1 (see [27, Exercise XI.3] for instance), that is, there exists a monomorphism
Q : `1 ÝÑ Y , so kerQ “ t0u and Qp`1q is closed. Write un “ Qpenq for every n P N, then there is C ą 0 such
that C ă }un} ď }Q} for every n P N. Take an increasing sequence ptnq with 1{2 ă tn ă 1 for every n P N such
that limn tn “ 1. Consider the operator T : `1 ÝÑ Qp`1q Ď Y defined by
T pxq “
8ÿ
n“1
tnxpnq un}un} for each x : N ÝÑ K in `1.
It is clear that }T } “ 1, kerT “ kerQ “ t0u, and T p`1q “ Qp`1q. Therefore, T is a monomorphism. If
T P QNAp`1, Y q, then Lemma 2.5 implies that T P NAp`1, Y q. However, if }Tx} “ 1 for some x P S`1 , then
1 “ }Tx} ď
8ÿ
n“1
|tn||xpnq| ă
8ÿ
n“1
|xpnq| “ 1,
which is a contradiction. Thus, we conclude that T R QNAp`1, Y q as desired. 
From Propositions 4.3 and 4.4, we obtain the following characterization of finite-dimensionality in terms of
quasi norm attaining operators.
Corollary 4.5. let Z be a Banach space. Then, the following assertions are equivalent:
(a) Z is finite-dimensional.
(b) QNApZ, Y q “ LpZ, Y q for every Banach space Y .
(c) QNApZ, c0q “ LpZ, c0q.
(d) QNApX,Zq “ LpX,Zq for every Banach space X.
(e) QNAp`1, Zq “ Lp`1, Zq.
Proof. The fact that (a) implies the rest of assertions follows from Remark 1.4; (b) ñ (c) and (d) ñ (e) are
immediate. Finally, (c) ñ (a) and (e) ñ (a) are consequences of Propositions 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. 
Some remarks on the previous result are pertinent. Observe that if T P LpX,Y qzQNApX,Y q has norm one,
then the set K “ T pBXq is contained in the open unit ball of Y but supyPK }y} “ 1. This phenomena has a
relation with the so-called remotality. A bounded subset E of a Banach space X is said to be remotal from
x P X if there is ex P E such that }x ´ ex} “ supt}x ´ e} : e P Eu, and E is said to be remotal if it is remotal
from all elements in X (see [17] for background). Notice that up to translating and re-scaling, the existence
of a non-remotal subset of a Banach space is equivalent to the existence of a subset E of the open unit ball
such that supt}e} : e P Eu “ 1. The existence of non-remotal (closed) sets in every infinite-dimensional Banach
space is easy to prove (see [17, Remark 3.2]). But it seems that the existence of closed convex non-remotal
subsets in every infinite-dimensional Banach space was an open problem until 2009-2010, when it was proved
independently in two different papers [46, Theorem 7] and [56, Proposition 2.1]. Furthermore, in 2011, a new
and easier proof was given in [39]. Observe that Proposition 4.4 gives a new proof of this fact: indeed, if Y is
infinite-dimensional, there exists T P Lp`1, Y qzQNAp`1, Y q, and we may suppose that }T } “ 1, so K “ T pB`1q
is contained in the open unit ball of Y and supt}y} : y P Ku “ 1. Moreover, the non-remotal set K given by this
result is not only closed and convex but closed and absolutely convex (i.e. convex and equilibrated). Having a
look to the previous proofs, it is not difficult to adapt the ones in [46] and [56] to get an absolutely convex set
in the real case, while the one in [39] does not give absolute convexity even in the real case. For the complex
case, the proof of [56] is not adaptable at all, while the one of [46] seems to be. But the proof of Proposition 4.4
is simpler than the one of [46]. In any case, as a by-product of our study of quasi norm attaining operators, we
get the following corollary.
Corollary 4.6. Let Y be a (real or complex ) infinite-dimensional Banach space. Then there exists a closed,
absolutely convex subset of BY which is not remotal from 0.
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5. Further results and examples
Our aim in this section is to provide a more extensive study of two results previously stated: first, the
relationship between the quasi norm attainment and the norm attainment of the adjoint operator (discussing
extensions of Proposition 3.3) and, second, the possible extensions of Lemma 2.5 on conditions assuring that
quasi norm attainment implies (classical) norm attainment.
We begin with the relationship among the adjoint operators. Our first result is a characterization of quasi
norm attaining weakly compact operators in terms of the adjoint and biadjoint. In particular, it shows that
Proposition 3.3 is a characterization in this case. Before stating the result, notice from Remark 1.4.(b) that the
inclusion KpX,Y q Ď QNApX,Y q holds for all Banach spaces X and Y while this does not remain true when
we replace KpX,Y q by WpX,Y q; just recall that for every reflexive space X, and Proposition 4.3 provides an
example of T PWpX, c0q “ LpX, c0q which does not belong to QNApX, c0q.
Proposition 5.1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and T PWpX,Y q. Then the following are equivalent.
(a) T P QNApX,Y q.
(b) T˚ P NApY ˚, X˚q.
(c) T˚˚ P NApX˚˚, Y q.
Proof. (a)ñ(b) follows from Proposition 3.3 and (b)ñ(c) is immediate, so it suffices to prove (c)ñ(a). Pick
x˚˚0 P SX˚˚ such that }T˚˚px˚˚0 q} “ }T } and consider a net pxλq Ď BX such that JXpxλq w
˚ÝÝÝÑ x˚˚0 , where
JX : X ÝÑ X˚˚ denotes the natural isometric inclusion map. Thus, we have that
Txλ “ T˚˚pJXpxλqq w
˚ÝÝÝÑ T˚˚px˚˚0 q.
But as T is weakly compact, T˚˚px˚˚0 q belongs to Y so, actually, we have that
Txλ “ T˚˚pJXpxλqq wÝÝÑ T˚˚px˚˚0 q P Y
and then, T˚˚px˚˚0 q P T pBXq. Therefore, T pBXq X }T }SY ‰ H, that is, T P QNApX,Y q. 
This proposition gives an alternative (and probably simpler) proof of the fact presented in Corollary 3.6 that
weakly compact operators can be always approximated by weakly compact quasi norm attaining operators.
Corollary 5.2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Then QNApX,Y q XWpX,Y q “WpX,Y q.
Proof. By observing the proof of [40, Theorem 1], we see that every S P WpX,Y q can be approximated by a
sequence pSnq of weakly compact operators such that S˚˚n P NApX˚˚, Y q. By Proposition 5.1, each Sn belongs
to QNApX,Y q; hence S belongs to QNApX,Y q XWpX,Y q. 
A sight to Proposition 5.1 may lead us to think that Proposition 3.3 is an equivalence, that is, that for all
Banach spaces X, Y , one has that T P QNApX,Y q if (and only if) T˚ P NApY ˚, X˚q. However, this is not true
in general. Indeed, it is known that the set tT P LpX,Y q : T˚ P NApY ˚, X˚qu is dense in LpX,Y q for all Banach
spaces X and Y [58]; on the other hand, there exist (many) Banach spaces X and Y for which QNApX,Y q is
not dense in LpX,Y q, see Examples 2.7, 2.8, 3.7 or Proposition 2.9. Our next result is an explicit example of
this phenomenon.
Example 5.3. Recall the Day’s norm |||¨||| on c0 (see [25, Definition II.7.2]) defined as
|||x||| “ sup
n
$&%
˜
nÿ
k“1
|xγk |2
4k
¸ 1
2
,.- ,
where pxγnq is a decreasing rearrangement of pxnq with respect to the modulus. If we let Y “ pc0, |||¨|||q, it
follows from Lemma 2.4 that the formal identity map Id P Lpc0, Y q does not belong to QNApc0, Y q since |||¨||| is
strictly convex. But Id˚ P LpY ˚, `1q attains its norm at z˚ “
´
1?
3
¨ 12n
¯
P Y ˚.
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Indeed, from the construction of Y , one can derive with a few calculations that } Id } “ 1?
3
. Observe first
that
|||z˚|||Y ˚ ě
ˇˇ
z˚p?3, . . . ,?3looooomooooon
N many terms
, 0, 0, . . .qˇˇ ě Nÿ
j“1
1
2j
for each N P N
as p?3, . . . ,?3looooomooooon
N many terms
, 0, 0, . . .q P BY . This implies that |||z˚||| ě 1.
On the other hand, we prove that |||z˚|||spante1,...,eNu ď 1 for every N P N by an induction argument. It is
obvious when N “ 1. For fixed N ě 2, suppose that |||z˚|||spante1,...,enu ď 1 for every 1 ď n ď N ´ 1. Take
y “ py1, . . . , yN , 0, 0, . . .q P spante1, . . . , eNu with |||y||| ď 1 (so, }y}8 ď 2) and denote by yˆ “ pyˆ1, . . . , yˆN , 0, 0, . . .q
the decreasing rearrangement of y. It follows that
(5) |z˚pyq| “ 1?
3
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
j“1
yj
2j
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 1?3
Nÿ
j“1
yˆj
2j
“ 1?
3
˜
yˆ1
2
`
Nÿ
j“2
yˆj
2j
¸
.
If yˆ1 ď
?
3, then we have from (5) that |z˚pyq| ď 1. Suppose that?3 ă yˆ1 ď 2. Note that pyˆ2, . . . , yˆN , 0, 0, . . .q P
spante1, . . . , eN´1u and that
|||pyˆ2, . . . , yˆN , 0, 0, . . .q|||2 “
N´1ÿ
j“1
yˆ2j`1
4j
“ 4
Nÿ
j“2
yˆ2j
4j
.
Thus,
|||y|||2 “ yˆ
2
1
4
`
Nÿ
j“2
yˆ2j
4j
“ yˆ
2
1
4
` 1
4
|||pyˆ2, . . . , yˆN , 0, 0, . . .q|||2 ď 1
which implies that |||pyˆ2, . . . , yˆN , 0, 0, . . .q||| ď
a
4´ yˆ21 . By induction hypothesis, we have that
1?
3
N´1ÿ
j“1
yˆj`1
2j
“ 1?
3
Nÿ
j“2
yˆj
2j´1
ď
b
4´ yˆ21 .
Combining this with (5), we obtain that
(6) |z˚pyq| ď yˆ1
2
?
3
`
c
1´ yˆ
2
1
4
.
Consider the function gptq “ t
2
?
3
`
b
1´ t24 for t P r0, 2s. As gptq ď 1 for
?
3 ď t ď 2, we obtain from (6) that
|z˚pyq| ď 1. This finishes the induction process showing that |||z˚|||spante1,...,eNu ď 1 for every N P N, and we
can deduce that |||z˚||| “ 1. Finally, } Id˚pz˚q} “ 1?
3
“ } Id˚ } gives the desired result.
We now want to characterize quasi norm attaining operators in terms of the norm attainment of the adjoint
operator.
Proposition 5.4. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and let T P LpX,Y q. Then, the following are equivalent:
(a) T P QNApX,Y q,
(b) T˚ attains its norm at some y˚ P SY ˚ for which |y˚| attains its supremum on T pBXq.
Proof. (a)ñ(b). Consider pxnq in BX such that Txn ÝÑ y0 P }T }SY and take y˚ P SY ˚ such that y˚py0q “ }T }.
Then
}T˚y˚} ě ˇˇrT˚py˚qspxnqˇˇ “ |y˚pTxnq| ÝÑ |y˚py0q| “ }T },
so }T˚y˚} “ }T˚}. Besides, the supremum of |y˚| on T pBXq is }T } and it is attained at y0.
(b)ñ(a). By hypothesis, there are y˚ P SY ˚ and y0 P T pBXq such that |y˚py0q| “ sup
!
|y˚pyq| : y P T pBXq
)
.
Observe that as }T˚py˚q} “ }T } it follows that the supremum of |y˚| on T pBXq equals }T }, so we get that
}y0} “ }T } and then T pBXq X }T }SY ‰ H, that is, T P QNApX,Y q. 
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Observe that the condition in Proposition 5.4.(b) is weaker than the one given in Remark 3.4.(e).
To finish the study of the norm attainment of the adjoint operator, we include the next straightforward result
which shows that the quasi norm attainment and the norm attainment are equivalent for adjoint operators.
Proposition 5.5. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and T P LpX,Y q. If T˚ P QNApY ˚, X˚q, then T˚ P
NApY ˚, X˚q.
Proof. Let pyn˚q Ď BY ˚ be a sequence such that T˚yn˚ ÝÑ x0˚ for some x0˚ P }T˚}SX˚ . As BY ˚ is weak˚
compact, there is a weak˚ accumulation point y0˚ of A “ tyn˚ : n P Nu. Then y0˚ P BY ˚ and the only possibility
is that T˚y0˚ “ x0˚ by the w˚-w˚-continuity of T˚. Hence, }T˚y0˚ } “ }T˚}. 
Next, we would like to deal with possible extensions of Lemma 2.5, looking for sufficient conditions as-
suring that quasi norm attaining operators are actually norm attaining. We start with the following useful
characterization of quasi norm attaining operators.
Lemma 5.6. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and T P LpX,Y q be given. Consider the following commutative
diagram:
X Y
X{ kerT
T
q rT
where q : X ÝÑ X{ kerT is the canonical quotient map and rT : X{ kerT ÝÑ Y is the induced (injective)
operator. Then, the following are equivalent.
(a) T P QNApX,Y q.
(b) rT P QNApX{ kerT, Y q.
If T pXq is closed, then the following statement is also equivalent to the others:
(c) rT P NApX{ kerT, Y q.
Proof. (a)ñ(b). Suppose that T P QNApX,Y q. Let pxnq Ď SX and u P }T }SY be such that Txn ÝÑ u.
Note that pqpxnqq Ď BX{ kerT and rT pqpxnqq ÝÑ u. As } rT } “ }T }, this implies that rT P QNApX{ kerT, Y q.
Conversely, suppose that rT P QNApX{ kerT, Y q. Let px˜nq Ď SX{ kerT and u P } rT }SY be such that rT x˜n ÝÑ u.
As qpIntpBXqq “ IntpBX{ kerT q, there exists a sequence pxnq Ď IntpBXq so that qpxnq “ nn`1 x˜n for each n P N.
Observe that
Txn “ rT pqpxnqq “ ´ nn`1¯ rT x˜n ÝÑ u,
hence T P QNApX,Y q.
In order to prove the last equivalence, just observe that if T pXq is closed, then rT is a monomorphism, so
Lemma 2.5 gives the equivalence between rT P QNApX{ kerT, T pXqq and rT P NApX{ kerT, T pXqq. 
Our next aim is to present conditions allowing us to get that the norm attainment and the quasi norm
attainment are equivalent. In the first result, we start with an operator T P LpX,Y q with closed range such
that T P QNApX,Y q and get that T P NApX,Y q from the fact that rT P NApX{ kerT, Y q using proximinality
of the kernel of the operator. Recall that a (closed) subspace Y of a Banach space X is said to be proximinal
if for every x P X the set
PY pxq :“ ty P Y : }x´ y} “ distpx, Y qu
is nonempty (we refer to [53] for background). An easy observation is that a hyperplane is proximinal if and
only if it is the kernel of a norm attaining operator (see [53, Theorem 2.1]). It is well known (and easy to
prove) that Y is proximinal if and only if qpBXq “ BX{Y where q is the quotient map from X onto X{Y
[53, Theorem 2.2]. Another basic result on proximinality is that reflexive subspaces are proximinal in every
superspace [53, Corollary 2.1].
We are now able to present our first result, which is an extension of Lemma 2.5.
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Proposition 5.7. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. If T P QNApX,Y q satisfies that T pXq is closed and kerT
is proximinal, then T P NApX,Y q.
Proof. Since T pXq is closed, rT P NApX{ kerT, Y q by Lemma 5.6. Let x˜ P BX{ kerT be a point so that } rT x˜} “
} rT }. Now, by proximinality, there exists x P BX such that qpxq “ x˜. As Tx “ rT pqpxqq “ rT px˜q, we get that
}Tx} “ } rT x˜} “ } rT } “ }T }. 
We present some consequences of the above result. The first one follows from the fact that reflexive subspaces
are proximinal in every superspace [53, Corollary 2.1].
Corollary 5.8. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and let T P LpX,Y q. If T P QNApX,Y q, T pXq is closed and kerT
is reflexive, then T P NApX,Y q.
We next give some examples showing that the conditions of Proposition 5.7 are all necessary. The first
example shows that proximinality cannot be dropped.
Example 5.9. Let X be a non-reflexive Banach space. Then every f P LpX,Kq belongs to QNApX,Kq by
Remark 1.4.(b) and, clearly, fpXq is closed. Nevertheless, there are elements in LpX,KqzNApX,Kq by James’
theorem (see [28, Corollary 3.131] for instance).
The second example, more interesting, shows that being injective is not enough for a quasi norm attaining
operator to be norm attaining. It also shows that closedness of the range of the operator is needed in both
Proposition 5.7 and Corollary 5.8. We need to present the so-called Gowers’ space G introduced in [32, proof
of Theorem in Appendix] (see also [8, Example 7] or [7] for our notation, some properties, and the obvious
extension to the complex case of Gowers’ results). For a sequence x of scalars and n P N, we write
Φnpxq “ 1
Hn
sup
!ÿ
jPJ |xpjq| : J Ă N, |J | “ n
)
where |J | is the cardinality of the set J and Hn “ řnk“1 k´1. Gowers’ space G is the Banach space of those
sequences x satisfying that
lim
nÑ8Φnpxq “ 0
equipped with the norm given by
}x} “ sup Φnpxq : n P N( for x P G.
Example 5.10. Let G be Gowers’ space and given 1 ă p ă 8, let T : G ÝÑ `p be the formal identity map.
Then, T P QNApG, `pq, kerT “ t0u, but T R NApG, `pq YKpG, `pq.
Proof. From the proof of [32, Theorem in Appendix], we can see that }T } “ `ř8i“1 i´p˘1{p and that T R
NApG, `pq Y KpG, `pq. Consider xn “
`
1, 12 , . . . ,
1
n , 0, 0, . . .
˘ P SG for n P N. From the facts that }xn}G “ 1,
}Txn}p “ přni“1 i´pq1{p for every n P N, and that pTxnq converges to ´1, 12 , . . . , 1n , 1n`1 , . . .¯ P }T }S`p , we deduce
that T P QNApG, `pq. 
In the next proposition, we give a connection between the set QNApX,Y q and the lineability of the set
NApX,Kq. It is an extension of [38, Proposition 2.5] where the result was proved for compact operators and,
actually, its proof is based on the proof of that result.
Proposition 5.11. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let T P LpX,Y q. If T P QNApX,Y q and pkerT qK Ď
NApX,Kq, then T P NApX,Y q.
Proof. Consider rT : X{ kerT ÝÑ Y as in Lemma 5.6 and use this result to get that rT P QNApX{ kerT, Y q.
Then, by Proposition 3.3, we get that rT˚ P NA`Y ˚, pX{ kerT q˚˘, so there is y˚ P SY ˚ such that
} rT˚py˚q} “ } rT } “ }T }.
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Now, the functional x˚ “ T˚py˚q “ “q˚ rT˚‰py˚q P X˚ vanishes on kerT , so it belongs to pkerT qK Ă NApX,Kq.
This implies that there is x P SX such that
|x˚pxq| “ }x˚} “ ››“q˚ rT˚‰py˚q›› “ ››q˚p rT˚y˚q›› “ ›› rT˚py˚q›› “ }T },
where we have used the immediate fact that q˚ is an isometric embedding as q is a quotient map. Therefore,
}T } “ |rT˚y˚spxq| “ |y˚pTxq| and so }Tx} “ }T }, as desired. 
Observe that for a reflexive spaceX, Proposition 5.11 reproves the result in Proposition 4.1 that QNApX,Y q “
NApX,Y q for every Banach space Y .
6. Stabilities on quasi norm attaining operators
The aim of this section is to present some results which allow to transfer the denseness of the set of quasi
norm attaining operators from some pairs to other pairs. The first result is that the denseness is preserved by
some kinds of absolute summands of the domain space and to every kind of absolute summands of the range
space. Recall that an absolute sum of Banach spaces X and Y is the product space X ˆ Y endowed with the
product norm }px, yq}a :“ |p}x}, }y}q|a of an absolute norm, where | ¨ |a is an absolute norm (i.e. a norm in
R2 satisfying that |p1, 0q|a “ |p0, 1q|a “ 1, |px, yq|a “ |p|x|, |y|q|a for all x, y P R). A closed subspace X1 of a
Banach space X is said to be an absolute summand if X “ X1‘aX2 for some absolute sum ‘a and some closed
subspace X2 of X. An absolute norm | ¨ |a is said to be of type 1 if p1, 0q is a vertex of BpR2,|¨|aq, that is, if the
set tp1, tq P R2 : |p1, tq|a “ 1u separates the points of pR2, | ¨ |aq. We refer to [23] for the use of absolute sums
related to norm attaining and to the reference given there for general background on absolute sums. Classical
examples of absolute sums are the `p-sums for 1 ď p ď 8. In the case of p “ 1, ‘1 summands are usually
known as L-summands and it is clear that they are of type 1.
Proposition 6.1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces such that QNApX,Y q is dense in LpX,Y q.
(a) If X1 is an absolute summand of X of type 1, then QNApX1, Y q is dense in LpX1, Y q.
(b) In particular, if X1 is an L-summand of X, then QNApX1, Y q is dense in LpX1, Y q.
(c) If Y1 is an absolute summand of Y , then QNApX,Y1q is dense in LpX,Y1q.
The proofs of these results are adaptation of the corresponding ones given in [23] for norm attaining operators.
Proof. (a) Let T P LpX1, Y q and ε ą 0 be given. Write X “ X1 ‘a X2 and define rT P LpX,Y q as rT px1, x2q :“
Tx1 for every px1, x2q P X. Then there exists rS P QNApX,Y q such that }rS} “ } rT } and }rS ´ rT } ă ε. Choose a
sequence pxnq “ pxp1qn , xp2qn q Ď SX satisfying rSxn ÝÑ u for some u P Y with }u} “ }rS}. Define S P LpX1, Y q as
Spx1q :“ rSpx1, 0q for every x1 P X1, then }S} ď }rS} and
}Sx1 ´ Tx1} “ }rSpx1, 0q ´ rT px1, 0q} ď }rS ´ rT } ă ε
for all x1 P BX1 . Thus }S ´ T } ă ε. Moreover,
}rSp0, x2q} “ }rSp0, x2q ´ rT p0, x2q} ď }rS ´ rT } ă ε
for all x2 P BX2 . We claim that S P QNApX1, Y q. As ‘a is of type 1, there is K ą 0 such that }x1} `K}x2} ď
}px1, x2q}a for every px1, x2q P X (see [23, Lemma 1.4]). Passing to a subsequence, we may assume that
}xp1qn } ÝÑ λ1 and }xp2qn } ÝÑ λ2. Then we have that λ1 `Kλ2 ď 1. If λ2 ą 0, passing to a subsequence again,
we may assume that }xp2qn } ą 0 for each n P N. Now,
}u} “ lim
n
}rSpxp1qn , xp2qn q} ď lim
n
}rSpxp1qn , 0q} ` }xp2qn }
›››››rS
˜
0,
x
p2q
n
}xp2qn }
¸›››››
ď lim
n
p}u}}xp1qn } ` }u}}xp2qn } εq.
If we choose ε ą 0 to be smaller than K ą 0, we have
1 ď λ1 ` ελ2 ă λ1 `Kλ2 ď 1,
which is a contradiction. This implies that λ2 “ 0 and
}Sxp1qn ´ u} ď }rSpxp1qn , 0q ´ rSpxp1qn , xp2qn q} ` }rSpxp1qn , xp2qn q ´ u} ď }rS}}xp2qn } ` }rSxn ´ u} ÝÑ 0.
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This shows that S P QNApX1, Y q, finishing the proof of (a).
(b) is a particular case of (a) as L-summands are of type 1.
(c) Put Y “ Y1 ‘a Y2, and let ε ą 0 and T P LpX,Y1q be given. Define rT P LpX,Y q by rT pxq :“ pTx, 0q for
every x P X. Then } rT } “ }T } and there exists rS P QNApX,Y q such that }rS} “ } rT } and }rS ´ rT } ă ε. If we
write rS “ prS1, rS2q where rSj P LpX,Yjq for j “ 1, 2, then
}prS1x´ Tx, rS2xq}8 ď }rSx´ rTx}a ď }rS ´ rT } ă ε
for all x P BX . It follows that }rS1 ´ T } ă ε and }rS2} ă ε. Choose a sequence pxnq Ď SX such thatrSxn ÝÑ u “ pu1, u2q P Y with }u}a “ }rS}.
This implies that rS1xn ÝÑ u1 and rS2xn ÝÑ u2. Notice from }u2} ă ε that }u1} ą }T }´ ε. Let y˚ “ py1˚ , y2˚ q P
Y ˚ such that }y˚}a˚ “ 1 and y˚puq “ y1˚ pu1q ` y2˚ pu2q “ }u}a. It is easy to deduce that y1˚ pu1q “ }y1˚ }}u1} and
y2˚ pu2q “ }y2˚ }}u2}. Define S P LpX,Y1q by
Spxq :“ }y1˚ }rS1x` y2˚ prS2xq u1}u1} for x P X.
Then, we have that
}Sx} ď }y1˚ }}rS1x} ` }y2˚ }}rS2x} ď }rSx}a}y˚}a˚ “ }rSx};
hence }S} ď }rS}. Note that
Sxn “ }y1˚ }rS1xn ` y2˚ prS2xnq u1}u1} ÝÑ }y1˚ }u1 ` y2˚ pu2q u1}u1} “ }u}a}u1}u1.
Thus, S P QNApX,Y1q. To see that S is close enough to T , observe first that }y1˚ }}u}a ě }y1˚ }}u1} ą }u}a ´ ε.
Hence for every x P BX ,
}Sx´ Tx} ď }}y1˚ }rS1x´ Tx} ` }y2˚ prS2xq}
ă p1´ }y1˚ }q}rS} ` }rS1 ´ T } ` ε
ď ε}u}a }
rS} ` 2ε “ 3ε.
So, }S ´ T } ď 3ε. 
A similar result to the previous one is the following one which borrows ideas from [13, Proposition 2.8].
Proposition 6.2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and K be a compact Hausdorff space. If QNApX,CpK,Y qq
is dense in LpX,CpK,Y qq, then QNApX,Y q is dense in LpX,Y q.
Proof. Let ε ą 0 and T P LpX,Y q be given. Define rT P LpX,CpK,Y qq as p rTxqptq :“ Tx for every x P X and
t P K. It is clear that } rT } “ }T }. Let rS P QNApX,CpK,Y qq be such that }rS} “ } rT } and }rS ´ rT } ă ε. Let
pxnq Ď SX be a sequence such that rSxn ÝÑ f P CpK,Y q with }rS} “ }f}. Let t0 P K so that }fpt0q} “ }f},
then rrSxnspt0q ÝÑ fpt0q P }f}SY . Define S P LpX,Y q as Spxq :“ rrSxspt0q for every x P X, then }S} ď }rS} and
Sxn “ rrSxnspt0q ÝÑ fpt0q. It follows that S P QNApX,Y q. Note that
}Sx´ Tx} “ ››rrSxspt0q ´ r rTxspt0q›› ď }rSx´ rTx} ă ε
for every x P BX ; hence }S ´ T } ă ε. 
The third result of the section is that the denseness is preserved under `1-sums of the domain space. Given
a family tZi : i P Iu of Banach spaces, we denote by rÀiPI Zis`1 the `1-sum of the family.
Corollary 6.3. Let tXi : i P Iu be a family of Banach spaces, let X be the `1-sum of tXiu, and Y be a Banach
space. Then, QNApX,Y q is dense in LpX,Y q if and only if QNApXi, Y q is dense in LpXi, Y q for every i P I.
The proof of the “if part” is based on the corresponding one given in [50] for norm attaining operators.
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Proof. As each Xi is an L-summand of X, it follows from Proposition 6.1.(b) that they inherit the property
from X. Conversely, let ε ą 0 and T P LpX,Y q with }T } “ 1 be given. As }T } “ supt}TEi} : i P Iu
where Ei is the natural isometric inclusion from Xi into X, we may choose i0 P I such that }TEi0} ą 1 ´ ε.
Choose Si0 P QNApXi0 , Y q such that }Si0} “ 1 and }Si0 ´ TEi0} ă ε. Let pxnq Ď SXi0 be a sequence such that
Si0xn ÝÑ u for some u P Y with }u} “ 1. Consider the operator S P LpX,Y q so that SEi0 “ Si0 and SEj “ TEj
for every j ‰ i0. Then }S} ď 1 and }S ´ T } “ }Si0 ´ TEi0} ă ε. Notice that SpEi0xnq “ Si0xn ÝÑ u, thus
S P QNApX,Y q. 
In the aforementioned paper [50] it is shown an analogous result to the above one for the denseness of norm
attaining operator for c0- or `8-sums of range spaces. We do now know whether such result has a version for
quasi norm attainment. Actually, we do not know whether the fact that the denseness of quasi norm attaining
operators for the pairs pX,Y1q and pX,Y2q implies the denseness of QNApX,Y1 ‘8 Y2q, see Problem 7.3 below.
7. Remarks and open questions
Our final aim in the paper is to present some open problems and remarks on quasi norm attaining operators.
7.1. Extensions of results on norm attaining operators. We would like to study whether some results
valid for norm attaining operators remain true for quasi norm attaining operators. First, it would be of interest
whether some more negative results on the denseness of norm attaining operators actually provide negative
examples on the denseness of quasi norm attaining operators or not. For instance, the following questions can
be of interest.
Problem 7.1. Is QNApL1r0, 1s, Cr0, 1sq dense in LpL1r0, 1s, Cr0, 1sq?
Observe that it is shown in [52] that NApL1r0, 1s, Cr0, 1sq is not dense in LpL1r0, 1s, Cr0, 1sq.
Problem 7.2. Let Y be a strictly convex Banach space. Is it true that Y has the RNP if (and only if)
QNApL1r0, 1s, Y q is dense in LpL1r0, 1s, Y q?
It is shown in [55] that the analogous result for norm attaining operators is true.
On the other hand, a couple of questions which have been stated along the paper can be also included in this
subsection as they are related to results for the denseness of norm attaining operators.
Problem 7.3. Let X, Y1, Y2 be Banach spaces such that QNApX,Yjq is dense in LpX,Yjq for j “ 1, 2. Is
QNApX,Y1 ‘8 Y2q dense in LpX,Y1 ‘8 Y2q?
The positive answer to this question for norm attaining operators was given in [50].
Let us comment that a positive answer to Problem 7.3 would give an example of a Banach space Z such that
QNApZ,Zq is dense in LpZ,Zq while NApZ,Zq is not dense (indeed, Z “ G ‘8 `2 where G is Gowers’ space
describe in Example 5.10 would work). We do not know whether such an example exists.
Problem 7.4. Does there exist a Banach space Z such that QNApZ,Zq is dense in LpZ,Zq while NApZ,Zq is
not dense?
7.2. Lindenstrauss properties. It would be of interest to study the version for quasi norm attainment of
Lindenstrauss properties A and B. Let us say that a Banach space X has property quasi A if QNApX,Zq “
LpX,Zq for every Banach space Z; a Banach space Y has property quasi B if QNApW,Y q “ LpW,Y q for every
Banach space W .
A list of some known results that we may write down on these properties, using both previously known results
and results from this paper, is the following.
(a) X has property quasi A in every equivalent norm if and only if X has the RNP;
(b) Separable Banach spaces (actually, spaces admitting a long biorthogonal system) can be equivalently
renormed to have property A, and so property quasi A.
(c) Y has property quasi B in every equivalent norm if and only if Y has the RNP;
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(d) Every Banach space can be equivalently renormed to have property B, and so property quasi B.
Assertion (a) and (c) follows from our Corollary 3.8; (b) and (d) appear in [31] and in [49], respectively.
Therefore, the following question seems to be open.
Problem 7.5. Is it possible for every Banach space to be renormed equivalently to have property quasi A?
The study of Lindenstrauss properties A and B provided many interesting results on the geometry of the
involved Banach spaces, and the same can be true for the new analogous properties. For instance, the following
result is an extension of a result by J. Lindenstrauss [40] to the case of quasi norm attaining operators. Recall
that a Banach space is said to be locally uniformly rotund (LUR in short) if for all x, xn P BX satisfying
limn }xn ` x} “ 2 we have limn }xn ´ x} “ 0. Separable Banach spaces and reflexive ones admit LUR norms.
We refer the reader to [28, Chapter 7] for background.
Proposition 7.6. Let X be a Banach space with property quasi A.
(a) If X is isomorphic to a strictly convex space, then BX is the closed convex hull of its exposed points.
(b) If X is isomorphic to a locally uniformly rotund space, then BX is the closed convex hull of its strongly
exposed points.
The proofs of (a) and (b) are very similar and are based on the corresponding proofs given in [40, Theorem 2],
so we only leave here the idea of the proof of (b). Indeed, it is shown in the proof of [40, Theorem 2] that
for a Banach space X which is isomorphic to a LUR space, if BX is not the closed convex hull of its strongly
exposed points, then there exist a Banach space Y and a monomorphism T : X ÝÑ Y such that T R NApX,Y q.
Combining this result with Lemma 2.6, we have T R QNApX,Y q and so X fails property quasi A.
It would be interest to find other necessary conditions for properties quasi A and quasi B. For instance, there
is a necessary condition for Lindenstrauss property B given in [40, Theorem 3] in terms of smooth points which
we do not know whether it is still valid for quasi norm attaining operators.
Let us also mention that while we know that Lindenstrauss property B is not the same that property
quasi B (for instance, Y “ `2 has property quasi B as it is reflexive but not Lindenstrauss property B, see
Example 3.7.(a)), we do not know of any example of Banach space having property quasi A without having
Lindenstrauss property A.
Problem 7.7. Does property quasi A imply Lindenstrauss property A?
7.3. Uniquely quasi norm attaining operators. We would like now to discuss the relation between uniquely
quasi norm attaining operators and quasi norm attaining operators. It was already commented that both
concepts are different: the identity in a Banach space of dimension greater than one is clearly quasi norm
attaining but not uniquely. Aiming at the denseness, as a consequence of the results in Section 3, if X or Y
has the RNP, then uniquely quasi norm attaining operators from X to Y are dense (see Corollary 3.10). So
one may wonder whether the denseness of quasi norm attaining operators actually implies the stronger result
of denseness of uniquely quasi norm attaining operators, but the following example shows that this is not the
case, even if we have denseness of norm attaining operators.
Example 7.8. Let Id P Lpc0, c0q be the identity map. Then, Id P NApc0, c0q Ă QNApc0, c0q, NApc0, c0q is dense
in Lpc0, c0q, but Id does not belongs to the closure of the set of uniquely quasi norm attaining operators.
Proof. It is clear that Id P NApc0, c0q and the denseness of NApc0, c0q follows from the fact that c0 has property
β and we may use Examples 2.1. So it suffices to prove that Id cannot be approximated by uniquely quasi norm
attaining operators. Indeed, suppose that there exists T P Lpc0, c0q which uniquely quasi norm attains its norm
such that }T ´ Id } ă 14 . Consider y0 P }T }Sc0 such that T uniquely quasi attain its norm towards y0 and take
a sequence pxnq Ă Sc0 satisfying that
Txn ÝÑ y0 and }xn ´ y0} ă 1
2
.
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Let m0 P N be such that |y0pm0q| ă 14 , and consider the sequence
`
xn ` 14λnem0
˘ Ă Sc0 , where λn P t´1,`1u
is chosen so that ››››T ˆxn ` 14λnem0
˙›››› ě }Txn}
for each n P N. This is possible by an easy convexity argument: if››››T ˆxn ` 14em0
˙›››› ă }Txn} and ››››T ˆxn ´ 14em0
˙›››› ă }Txn}
for some n P N, then
2}Txn} ď
››››T ˆxn ` 14em0
˙›››› ` ››››T ˆxn ´ 14em0
˙›››› ă }Txn} ` }Txn},
a contradiction. Now, we may assume by taking subsequence that λn “ λ0 for all n P N. Since }Txn} ÝÑ }T },
we have that ››››T ˆxn ` 14λ0em0
˙›››› ÝÑ }T }.
Thus, as T uniquely quasi attains its norm, there exist a subsequence pxσpnqq of pxnq and a scalar θ0 P T such
that
T
ˆ
xσpnq ` 14λ0em0
˙
ÝÑ θ0y0,
or equivalently,
1
4
λ0Tem0 “ pθ0 ´ 1qy0.
It follows that |θ0 ´ 1| ď 14 and hence that
(7)
1
16
ě ˇˇpθ0 ´ 1qy0pm0qˇˇ “ 1
4
ˇˇrTem0spm0qˇˇ.
On the other hand, writing as usual em0 to denote the element of c0 whose m
th
0 coordinate is 1 and the rests
are 0, we have that
}T ´ Id } ě ››rT ´ Idspem0q›› “ }T pem0q ´ em0} ě ˇˇrTem0spm0q ´ 1ˇˇ ě 1´ ˇˇrTem0spm0qˇˇ,
so
1
4
ˇˇrTem0spm0qˇˇ ě 14`1´ }T ´ Id }˘ ą 316 .
This contradicts (7), finishing the proof. 
The next result gives a positive condition to pass from the denseness of quasi norm attaining operators to
uniquely quasi norm attaining operators: that the range space is locally uniformly rotund. Actually, in this
case, we can get a result valid operator by operator.
Proposition 7.9. Let X and Y be Banach spaces such that Y is LUR. Then, every T P QNApX,Y q can be
approximated by a uniquely quasi norm attaining operators.
Proof. Let T P QNApX,Y q and ε ą 0 be given. We may assume here that 0 ă ε ď }T }. Let pxnq Ă SX and
y0 P }T }SY be satisfying that Txn ÝÑ y0. Choose y0˚ P SY ˚ so that y0˚ py0q “ }T }, and define an operator
S P LpX,Y q by
Spxq :“ Tx` εy0˚ pTxq y0}T }2 .
It is easy to see that S P QNApX,Y q with Sxn ÝÑ y0
´
1` ε}T }
¯
and }S} “ }T } ` ε. Suppose now that there is
a sequence pznq Ă BX such that }Szn} ÝÑ }S}. That is,››››Tzn ` εy0˚ pTznq y0}T }2
›››› ÝÑ }T } ` ε as nÑ8.
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We first note here that }Tzn} ÝÑ }T } as n tends to 8, otherwise it implies that }Szn} does not converge to
}S}, a contradiction. Take a subsequence pzσpnqq of pznq such that y0˚ pTzσpnqq is convergent. The fact that
}Szσpnq} ÝÑ }S} gives us that λ0 :“ limn y
˚
0 pTzσpnqq
}T } P T. Hence we have that
(8)
››››Tzσpnq ` ελ0 y0}T }
›››› ÝÑ }T } ` ε as nÑ8.
Now, we claim that }Tzσpnq ` λ0y0} ÝÑ 2}T }. If the claim holds, then by the local uniform rotundity of Y , we
can conclude that Tzσpnq ÝÑ λ0y0 and thus that Szσpnq ÝÑ λ0y0
´
1` ε}T }
¯
, finishing the proof.
Since it is clear that }Tzσpnq ` λ0y0} ď 2}T }, it suffices to show the opposite inequality. By the triangular
inequality, we have that
}Tzσpnq ` λ0y0} ě
››››Tzσpnq }T }ε ` λ0y0
››››´ ˆ}T }ε ´ 1
˙
}T }.
Observe that (8) yields ››››Tzσpnq }T }ε ` λ0y0
›››› ÝÑ p}T } ` εq}T }ε as nÑ8.
We then obtain that lim }Tzσpnq ` λ0y0} ě p}T } ` εq }T }ε ´
´ }T }
ε ´ 1
¯
}T } “ 2}T }. 
It would be interesting to study more results analogous to the previous one.
Problem 7.10. Find other sufficient conditions allowing us to approximate quasi norm attaining operators by
uniquely quasi norm attaining operators.
7.4. Quasi norm attaining endomorphisms. M. I. Ostroskii asked in [47, p. 65] whether there exists an
infinite dimensional Banach space such that NApX,Xq “ LpX,Xq, give some remarks on the possible example,
and shows that the only possible candidates for X are separable reflexive spaces without 1-complemented
infinite-dimensional subspaces having the approximation property. There is some more information in the web
page
https://mathoverflow.net/questions/232291/.
The version of the problem for quasi norm attaining operators could also be of interest.
Problem 7.11. Is there any infinite dimensional Banach space X such that QNApX,Xq “ LpX,Xq?
Some observations on the problem:
‚ If X is reflexive, then QNApX,Xq “ NApX,Xq (by Proposition 4.1) and so the problem is the same as
Ostroskii’s problem.
‚ As KpX,Xq Ă QNApX,Xq, one may think that the answer can be found among those Banach spaces
with very few operators, that is, those X such that LpX,Xq “ tλ Id`S : λ P K, S P KpX,Xqu see
[11, 12] for a reference on this. But, again, in this case “most” quasi norm attaining operators are
actually norm attaining, as the following easy result shows.
Remark 7.12. Let X be a Banach space, λ P Kzt0u, S P KpX,Xq, and write T :“ λ Id`S. If T P QNApX,Xq,
then T P NApX,Xq.
Indeed, take pxnq in BX such that Txn ÝÑ u P }T }SX and, by compactness, consider a subsequence pxσpnqq of
pxnq such that Sxσpnq ÝÑ z P X. Now,
xσpnq ÝÑ λ´1
`
u´ z˘ “: x0
and we have that x0 P BX and Tx0 “ u, so }Tx0} “ }T } and T P NApX,Xq.
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